
3:30 11:00
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What time is it?
Read the time from the digital clocks.

Can you set the correct time on by drawing the
correct hands?

My Name Is Date



ROCKET MATH
Solve the equations to launch the rockets!

NAME DATE

13 + 5

17 + 9

13 - 8

18 - 7

12 - 8

18 - 16

19 - 4

19 - 10

3 + 18

6 + 13

15 + 14

19 + 2

=

=

= = = =

= = =

= = =



1.

3.

5.

2.

4.

The cat shelter has twelve cats. Dev adopted
two of them. How many cats does the

shelter have left?

Name: Date:

Cathematics
Solve the following word problems.
Don't forget to share your solutions!

A cat followed Soojin home. She already
has three cats. How many cats does she

now have?

Zander rescued six kittens. His best friend
Darryl adopted two of them. How many

kittens does Zander have left?

Jada brought three of her cats to the vet.
Her friend, Emily, brought two. How many

cats did the girls bring together?

Tamara has two cats. One of her cats
gave birth to three kittens. How many

cats does Tamara now have?

Bonus Question!

How many cats are on this page?



THE MISSING LETTER
Look at the pictures below. Say what you see out loud. What do you hear?

Add the missing letter on the blank.

Name Date

_ a t

_ u g

_ e g

b _ x

p _ n

v _ n

m a _

j e _

h a _



MY MASTERPIECE
A planning worksheet for your final project

THE ELEMENTS AND PRINCIPLES
THAT I'LL HIGHLIGHT ARE:

Encircle 4-5 items from the list:

HERE'S MY MASTERPIECE:

I'LL BE GETTING MY
INSPIRATION FROM:
(an artist, a concept, a personal
experience, another culture, etc.)

I'M GOING TO CREATE A:

Painting

Colouring

Drawing

Collage

Other:

emphasis proportion

line feeling color space variety

shape value texture unity rhythm

pattern balance

Name Date



Name Date

A MIX OF
MEDIUMS

PAINTS COLOR PENCILS

CRAYONS SPONGE / OTHERS

In the boxes below, use the materials

indicated to create your own artwork. Try

drawing the same thing using different

materials

Why and how does it look

different ?


